Judging Form
2013 Pi Kappa Delta National Tournament

Name_______________________________________________ Email____________________________
Address_____________________________________________ Phone___________________________

Experience/Notes of Importance (no experience necessary)____________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

*****Please mark each time during which you would like to judge. If you have an event preference circle that as well. Please return this form to Scott Jensen at jensensc@webster.edu. You will receive a confirmation, along with further detail on event descriptions and instructions for judging.

___ Full-Time, Unrestricted Availability (earns a flat special rate of $300.00)

___ I prefer to donate all or a portion of my judging to Webster University’s forensic and debate program.

THURSDAY, March 14th
___8:15 IE Round 1-A
   Broadcast Journalism, Impromptu, Informative, Prose
___10:00 IE Round 2-A
   Broadcast Journalism, Impromptu, Informative, Prose
___11:45 IE Round 3-A
   Broadcast Journalism, Impromptu, Informative, Prose
___1:45 Debate, Round 1-A
   IPDA, NPDA, Worlds, Discussion
___3:00 Debate, Round 1-B
   Legislative, NFA-LD, Public Forum
___4:00 Debate, Round 2-A
   NPDA, IPDA, Worlds, Reader’s Theatre
___5:15 Debate, Round 2-B
   Legislative, NFA-LD, Public Forum, Reader’s Theatre
___6:15 Debate, Round 3-A
   NPDA, IPDA, Worlds, Discussion
___7:30 Debate, Round 3-B
   Legislative, NFA-LD, Public Forum
FRIDAY, March 15th

8:15 IE Round 1-B
Duo, Extemporaneous, Persuasive, Program Oral Interp, To Honor PKD

10:00 IE Round 2-B
Duo, Extemporaneous, Persuasive, Program Oral Interp, To Honor PKD

11:45 IE Round 3-B
Duo, Extemporaneous, Persuasive, Program Oral Interp, To Honor PKD

1:00 Debate, Round 4-A
NPDA, IPDA, Worlds, Reader’s Theatre

2:15 Debate, Round 4-B
Legislative, NFA-LD, Public Forum, Reader’s Theatre

3:15 Debate, Round 5-A
NPDA, IPDA, Worlds, Discussion

4:30 Debate, Round 5-B
Legislative, NFA-LD, Public Forum

5:30 Debate, Round 6-A
NPDA, IPDA, Worlds, Reader’s Theatre

6:45 Debate, Round 6-B
Legislative, NFA-LD, Public Forum, Reader’s Theatre

SATURDAY, March 16th

8:00 IE Round 1-C
After-Dinner, Communication Analysis, Dramatic, Poetry

9:15 IE Round 2-C
After-Dinner, Communication Analysis, Dramatic, Poetry

10:30 IE Round 3-C
After-Dinner, Communication Analysis, Dramatic, Poetry

12:00 Debate, Elimination Round 1-A
NPDA, IPDA, Worlds

1:15 Debate, Elimination Round 1-B
NFA-LD, Public Forum

2:15 Debate, Elimination Round 2-A
NPDA, IPDA, Worlds

3:30 Debate, Elimination Round 2-B
NFA-LD

4:30 Debate, Elimination Round 3-A
NPDA, IPDA, Worlds

5:45 Debate, Elimination Round 3-B
NFA-LD